Wibsey Primary News
On Monday
Year 2 had
an amazing
classroom
experience.

We made
an indoor
snowman.

Have a
smashing
weekend
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Bad Weather
Our return to the
new term was
blighted some what
by the early morning
snow. I was a bit
disappointed that the
roads were in such a
poor state—
particularly as we
had had warning. I
was even more
concerned and
embarrassed when
my car was one of
those stuck and
skidding up Wibsey
High Street!
On a more serious
note, if you have had
children at

Wibsey for more
than the last couple
of years you will
know that it pains
me to shut school. I
hope it was helpful
that we did a
10.00am start on
Monday to allow
children to arrive
safely. I know form
my conversations
with some of you

that you were stuck
in the same traffic
that staff were. We
managed to take in
and keep all
registered
Breakfast Club
children and we
even managed to
squeeze a few more
in for those who
had set off—a big
thanks to all those
staff who provided
cover.
It was lovely to see the
holiday homework
challenges coming in. I look
forward to hearing more
about the Bake Sale
organized by Mrs Johnson
and Y4—more details to
follow.
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On the bad weather
of children who came
note there is one thing I
in with soaked feet
need from you. Please
whilst there was snow
would you ensure your
on the ground was
child has waterproof
astonishing. All pupils
shoes, ideally wellies to should also have a coat
come to and from
on that is suitable for
school in the bad
the weather and for
weather. The number
playing out.

This week’s attendance
champions
Foundation R3 with 93.8%
KS1 1.3 with 96.2%
KS2 Lower 3.1 with 98.0%
KS2 Upper 6.1 with 96.7%

